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ir, It will doubtless come as news to farming communities up and down the
country to hear that “urban foxes, not rural ones, are the problem these
days” (“Let’s rid our cities of the urban fox menace”, Comment, Dec 26).

Foxes can undoubtedly be a pest in residential urban areas but in the countryside
they cause real damage to small farmers’ livelihoods, notably by wreaking havoc on
poultry and lambs.
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Rachel Sylvester’s blithe suggestion that urban foxes, many of which are by then
thursday january 4 2018

diseased, should be dumped back in the countryside for rural people to deal with
(though not, of course, by hunting with hounds) is all too typical of the
dismissiveness of rural communities’ interests displayed by metropolitan pundits
and politicians. For far too long government policy has been skewed towards the
urban population while neglecting or actively disadvantaging country folk (public
transport and the roll-out of broadband being just two crucial examples). It’s high
time that governments of all political persuasions started to do things for rural
people, rather than to them.

Nigel Henson
Farningham, Kent
Sir, It’s easy to spot the urban foxes that have been “encouraged back to the
countryside”, as Rachel Sylvester suggests. Come harvest they trot along the tracks
in my corn, 30 or 40 yards in front of my combine harvester, looking confused and
bewildered. As they emerge from the standing crop their confusion is brought to a
violent and undigniﬁed end by a twelve-bore — not quite the idyllic new rural
existence that I suspect Ms Sylvester had in mind.

Charlie Flindt
Hinton Ampner, Hants
Sir, Rachel Sylvester is right to draw attention to the menace posed by urban foxes
not only as garden wreckers and ﬂy-tippers but as purveyors of disease through
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their droppings. However, she omits to mention the threat posed by the (albeit
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unlikely) arrival of rabies in the urban fox population. When rabies was ﬁrst
perceived as a threat about 30 or 40 years ago there was not much of an “urban”
fox population — unlike today. An outbreak of this terrible disease in the urban
population of foxes today is almost too ghastly to contemplate and the sooner they
are removed from our towns and cities the better.

Stephen Pocock
Faversham, Kent
Sir, We had the same problem as Rachel Sylvester. The local council did not want to
MENU

know and the RSPCA told us it was illegal to destroy foxes (we later learnt this was

Search

not true). In the end we paid for a pest controller to remove the foxes, which cost a
few hundred pounds. We also asked the local hardware store about fox repellent
and were told to pour men’s urine round the borders of the garden. Although it
sounded like an old wives’ tale, it worked.

Gillian Rich
Eastbourne
Sir, On Christmas Day, from my mother’s kitchen window in suburban London, we
saw a malnourished and mangy fox brazenly looking at us as he ate the bird food.
Feeling pity, we put out all the leftovers from our mother’s excellent lunch. Today
we see that he’s eaten everything — except the brussels sprouts.
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Margate, Kent
DEFENCE OF ACADEMIC DEBATE ON COLONIALISM
Sir, As a historian of empire working at the University of Oxford I am concerned
and bewildered by the response to Nigel Biggar’s Comment article (Nov 30) by
some of my colleagues in the history faculty. I do not agree with everything
Professor Biggar wrote in that piece either, but I know him to be a scholar of
distinction and integrity whose research deserves careful and considered scholarly
engagement. I do not ﬁnd this in either the tone, content or medium of the critique
of both his article and his project on “Ethics and Empire” that several of my
colleagues have chosen to sign (“Oxford academics attack professor who defended
colonialism”, News, Dec 21). Instead they are dismissing out of hand — and seeking
to sabotage — a research project in a discipline that is not their own before it has
even begun.
Having a diversity of views, opinions and disciplinary approaches is the lifeblood
of any university: we will always have colleagues with whom we disagree, and
whom we will criticise in seminars and publications. However, hostile open letters
of this kind are not the way to deal with academic disagreement: they are deeply
corrosive of normal academic exchange and simply encourage more of the online
mobbing, public shaming and political polarisation that have sadly characterised
this debate from the outset.
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Dr Alexander Morrison
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Fellow and tutor in history, New College, Oxford
Sir, Those who signed the recent attack on the attempt to conduct research into
“colonialism” and “empire” seem to have forgotten the importance to a free society
of places where ideas (whether popular or not) can be looked at from all angles.
These are subjects that need to be thought about in the context of the assumptions
of many ages and a wide variety of disciplines, not constrained by ideas that
happen to be fashionable now and are within one school of thought. This is not
healthy academic disagreement but an attempt to intimidate researchers into
excluding all but a particular view. It is dangerous to academic freedom because it
is a reminder of eras and societies that previously allowed purges of those holding
unacceptable options. The 58 signatories of the open letter would do well not to cut
themselves o from the larger company of academics who remain open to free
inquiry.

G R Evans
Emeritus professor of medieval theology and intellectual history, University of
Cambridge
Sir, If the 58 Oxford academics were to be true to their calling, they would
recognise with gratitude that the educational systems now in place across the
Commonwealth derive almost wholly from Britain, most notably from the
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immensely inﬂuential London University External degree which enabled, on a
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global scale, the establishment of university colleges which have since become the
Commonwealth’s universities of today.

Professor Sir Bryan Thwaites
Fishbourne, W Sussex
GREAT PLAGUE BURIAL
Sir, Ben Macintyre (Comment, Dec 23, and letter, Dec 27) is correct to point to the
relatively orderly reaction from Londoners to the devastating nature of these
outbreaks, but these ideas predated the Great Plague and were not, in fact, English
in design.
English state-regulated measures to quarantine infected houses date from as early
as 1517, when they were trialled at Windsor Castle in an attempt to keep out
beggars, and were later implemented in London and Oxford in 1518.
Such ideas about quarantine, however, had been common on the Continent since
the ﬁrst European plague pandemics of 1348, and they were in all likelihood
imported from Europe, reaching even Edinburgh and Glasgow before being widely
adopted in England. Even then, Tudor Londoners showed a particularly English
trait in grumbling over the outcome, claiming that the state was out to “utterly
destroy” business by cancelling their regular markets.
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Dr Euan C Roger
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Medieval historian, Dorking, Surrey
RELIGIOUS LITERACY
Sir, The proposed increase in the BBC’s coverage of religion is welcome (letter, Dec
23). However, if we are concerned about declining religious literacy at a time when
religion is such an important cultural inﬂuence domestically and a political force
internationally, should we not also reinforce religious knowledge in our
educational system? At present religious education is a statutary subject but is not
part of the national curriculum, so it has to be taught but not necessarily in a
particular way. The result is that many schools teach only one faith, while many
others ﬁnd ways of bypassing it. Instead, all pupils should be obliged to know
about the major faiths, both as a matter of general knowledge and as a way of
promoting social cohesion in the UK. If it is important for viewers, then how much
more so for the next generation?

Rabbi Dr Jonathan Romain
Maidenhead Synagogue, Berks
BODYLINE BEHAVIOUR
Sir, As an expatriate Australian I wholeheartedly agree with Mike Atherton’s call,
“Umpires must protect tail from bodyline” (Dec 21). I have always felt that a fast
bowler terrorising late-order batsmen is unwittingly admitting failure — that he
has given up on seeking results by the traditional means of varied angle of delivery,
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movement in the air or o the pitch, extra bounce or sheer pace, turning instead to
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physical and mental intimidation. Original “Bodyline” has always been of personal
interest, as my headmaster for some years was the Australian captain of that
series, Bill Woodfull. Douglas Jardine’s ruthless attack was aimed via Larwood,
Voce and Bowes primarily at the batsmen of the 1932-33 Australian Eleven, not the
tail. Steve Smith should rethink his instructions to his pace bowlers, who are surely
capable of dismissing Ball, Broad, Anderson, etc, by legitimate means.

Murray Hedgcock
London SW14
AFRICAN BAN ON PLASTIC BAGS
Sir, Apropos the ban on plastic bags in Kenya (letter, Dec 27), no one is allowed to
take plastic bags into Rwanda. Before you can disembark at the airport, you have to
leave all plastic bags on the plane.

Jo Love
Broadway, Worcs
OLIVER CROMWELL AND CHRISTMAS
Sir, Contrary to Daisy Goodwin’s assertion (“How Albert invented Christmas”,
Saturday Review, Dec 23) that Oliver Cromwell “banned” Christmas, may I assure
your readers that he did not. Although a ban of the celebration of Christmas and
other holy days is something that he may well have supported — as did many
others at the time of the ban by parliament in 1644 — to lay the blame at
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Cromwell’s door is unfair.
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John Goldsmith
Chairman, The Cromwell Association
NOTHING TO DECLARE
Sir, The mention of being limited to two bottles of wine when returning from the
Continent (letter, Dec 27) reminded me of arriving at Dover after a day trip to
France with a school party. When asked if we teachers had anything to declare, we
replied: “Twelve bottles of wine and 60 teenagers.” The customs o

cials felt that

we more than deserved the wine and refused to charge us the duty.

Carol Chambers-Workman
Horsham, W Sussex
DELIGHTFUL DENNIS
Sir, Further to your report (Dec 27) on the reformation of Dennis the Menace, may I
suggest that The Beano also reconsiders the personality of Gnasher, so as to
properly reﬂect the overwhelming sensitivity of dogs, rather than portraying them
as dangerous. Perhaps they could start with changing his name.

Professor John Cooper, QC
Patron, Born Innocent (campaigning against the Dangerous Dogs Act)
Sir, With Dennis the Menace becoming a more tolerant personality can we also
expect Desperate Dan (“two cow pies and I’m still hungry”) to become more health
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conscious?
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Roger Foord
Chorleywood, Herts
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Stephen G Spencer 7 days ago
Urban foxes are a nuisance and should be shot, not dumped on the rural community which
has to be the daftest suggestion I have ever come across.
5

Recommend

Reply

Charles Borthwick 7 days ago
@Stephen G Spencer We have had foxes with dental treatment and with ﬂea collars
dumped in the local countryside. They generally don't survive long as they don't run
from headlights when out lamping unlike their country cousins.
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Brian Cope 7 days ago
Perhaps the urban fox problem could be resolved by decriminalising urinating in public by
men late at night on the way back from the pub. However, this solution would run foul of the
feminazis who believe that the overriding purpose of law and order is to restrict male
freedoms.
4
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Reply

TommyCovi 7 days ago
@Brian Cope So urinating in public ought to be a male freedom in your view? What
are you, a dipso?
5

Recommend

Reply

Brian Cope 7 days ago
@TommyCovi @Brian Cope Who would notice a man facing a wall late at night?
You've obviously never read Clochemerle. What are you, a piano leg gaiter salesman?
3
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Reply

Brian Vallance (Corfu) 7 days ago
"NOTHING TO DECLARE"
When I used to live in Cornwall, apart from restaurant meals, I don't think I ever bought wine
in Cornwall or England. It was always 'Go to Plymouth and urn Right' (Ferry to Brittany)
even if it was just French Plonk. (Didn't know about the far higher quality of Greek, Italian
and other wines then!)
3
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Professor Cooper. Please leave my overwhelming sensitivity unexposed. I am perfectly
thursday januarycontent
4 2018 to remain a sheep in wolf’s clothing.......
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A S 7 days ago
The ﬁrst of Professor Sir Bryan Thwaites' more than a hundred letters on this page was
published in 1950.
15
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Dr Nick Cornish 7 days ago
@A S Good to see you back A S ! :)

Sir Desmond Glazebrook 7 days ago
Gratifying to see more responses to the 58 opponents of free speech and academic enquiry.
Does anyone believe, though, that they will have learned a thing? Or that their inexorable
march through out institutions will continue so that in a decade all remaining Professors will
be required to be on message?
30
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Krov Menuhin 7 days ago
@Sir Desmond Glazebrook 'Or that their inexorable march through out institutions
will continue so that in a decade all remaining Professors will be required to be on
message?'
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I fear that I must agree with you. Free speech is being stiﬂed by the very people who
purport to support human rights, yet they only allow the right to say what they
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approve.
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I'm amazed they were able to become Oxford academics if they don't understand the
fundamental basics of human rights and free speech.
4
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L G 7 days ago
@Sir Desmond Glazebrook The 58 academics criticise Nigel Biggar's call for a more
balanced view of empires. Presumably they therefore favour an unbalanced view.
1
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Geoffrey Woollard 7 days ago
"Foxes can undoubtedly be a pest in residential urban areas but in the countryside they cause
real damage to small farmers’ livelihoods, notably by wreaking havoc on poultry and lambs."
So says Nigel Henson, of Farningham, Kent.
I farmed all of my working life, keeping sheep for much of that while, and my late father kept
both sheep and chickens. In both of our cases, we kept our animals and birds secure and
never had trouble with foxes. The key is security.
As to the usefulness or otherwise of hunts, my father refused to allow them on our land. I did
the same.
13
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Dr Nick Cornish 7 days ago
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@Geo rey Woollard On the farm of my Cornish childhood we kept chickens, geese
and goats and it was a delight every morning to go out and collect the still warm
eggs. We had no problem with foxes either since the chicken runs were built on
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paving slabs and surrounded with two sets of wire fencing.
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The only problem we ever had was when the only local hunt came across the land
once and terriﬁed the tethered goats so much that they almost strangled themselves
trying to get away. The hunt denied ever going over our ﬁelds and claimed it must
have been another one (the next one being 50 or so miles away).
They were banned forever from the area as they caused a huge amount of damage to
hedges and grassland.
14
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Geoffrey Woollard 7 days ago
@Dr Nick Cornish @Geo rey Woollard Thank you for all that. I'll add it my very large
ﬁle on the subject.
2
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TommyCovi 7 days ago
@Geo rey Woollard Fully agree with not allowing any hunt onto your land but we (in
the North West) did have problems with foxes during lambing. Security with poultry
is reasonably easy to achieve but ﬂocks on hills are a di erent matter.
4
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littleol'me 7 days ago
@Geo rey Woollard We thought we had our hens well and truly fenced in and safe,
including the locking into the coop at night. The rural fox will ﬁnd a way. And did
one Christmas Eve night!
Recommend

Reply
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Geoffrey Woollard 7 days ago
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"... to lay the blame at Cromwell’s door is unfair."
John Goldsmith, the highly-esteemed chairman of the Cromwell Association, is right. The late
Lord Protector is blamed for lots of things for which he was not responsible. Many of the pew
ends in St. Mary's Church, Swa ham Bulbeck, Cambridgeshire, show signs of being hacked at
or otherwise mutilated. When I was a child (I was christened there) I was told that Oliver
Cromwell did the damage. Later on a church guide said the same thing. The fact is that
Colonel William Dowsing (1596 - 1668) was appointed by the Earl of Manchester in 1643
as "Commissioner for the destruction of monuments of idolatry and superstition" and he
came to Swa ham Bulbeck during the winter of 1643/4. It was Dowsing what done it.
Likewise, Oliver Cromwell is often and mistakenly blamed for the deeds done by the earlier
Thomas Cromwell and his ru ans. The Lady Chapel at Ely Cathedral is an example where
damage was done during the Reformation - though it is still unbelievably beautiful - and I
have heard Oliver getting the blame for that, too.
5
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Brian Cope 7 days ago
@Geo rey Woollard Harry Bedford and Terry Sullivan must bear some of the blame
for the wrongful attribution of criminal damage to Oliver Cromwell. They wrote
Marie Lloyd's classic ""It's a bit of a ruin that Cromwell knocked about a bit". And I
thought Sellars and Yeatman were Bad Men.
1
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littleol'me 7 days ago
@Geo rey Woollard in the days before brexit, someone had to take the blame!!!!!!
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Charles Borthwick 7 days ago
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Dan (two nut roasts and I'm desperately hungry)?

9
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Deep Joy 7 days ago
@Charles Borthwick Perhaps you should have had two helpings of roasted
vegetables with it?
4
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Millie 7 days ago
@Deep Joy @Charles Borthwick
Vegetables? What are vegetables?

Brian Cope 7 days ago
@Millie @Deep Joy @Charles Borthwick Remainers?

Oldflo 7 days ago
@Charles Borthwick
But I am much happier with my safety razor than my blowtorch!
2
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